Sample Referral Date Confirmation

myE-Verify Case Number:  
Employee Name:  

Why You Received This Document
As part of the myE-Verify Self Check process, you received a Further Action Notice explaining that myE-Verify Self Check could not confirm your employment eligibility in the United States. You decided to take action and myE-Verify Self Check set a deadline for you to begin resolving the mismatch.

Begin Resolving the Mismatch by <<Date>>
You must begin resolving the mismatch by following the steps on your Further Action Notice. If you do not act by <<Date>>, myE-Verify will issue a Final Nonconfirmation for this case.

For More Information
For more information on myE-Verify, including our privacy practices and program rules, visit the myE-Verify website at www.e-verify.gov/employees/mye-verify.